aq= p=Jc=dx==eCQy==y=/
CHAPTER 15

p=uo{==eT=m=y==eg=/

THE SUPREME BEING
CREATION IS LIKE A TREE CREATED
BY THE POWERS OF MAYA

XIB=g=v==n=uv==c=
~Qv=*m=UD=m=< aQ=/x==K=m=< axv=tq=] p=>=hur< avy=y=m=< +
%nd=]òs= y=sy= p=[==*in= y=s=< t=] v=ed s= v=ediv=t=< ++â++

%r$ bhagav|n uv|ca
~rdhvam~lam adha+%|kham a%vattha= pr|hur avyayam
chand|=si yasya par[|ni yas ta= veda sa vedavit
Lord Krishna said: Sages talk about an eternal, ever
changing macrocosmic tree whose root is the Supreme
Being and the trunk is Brahman. The Vedic knowledge are
its leaves. One who truly knows this tree is wise. (15.01)

The creation is the macrocosmic “tree of the universe”
that is infinite, ever changing, but eternal. This tree has its origin
or root in the Supreme Being, the Eternal Being is the main stem.
The tree is supported by the leaves of (Vedic) knowledge. One
who truly knows this marvelous tree, its origin, its nature and
working, is wise in a true sense.

aQ=xc==eQv=*] p=>s=&t==s=< t=sy= x==K==
g=u[=p=>v=&&3= iv={=y=p=>v==D==/+
aQ=xc= m=UUD==ny=< an=us=]t=t==in=
k:m==*n=ub=nQ=Iin= m=n=u{y=D==eke: ++ä++

adha%co’rdhva= pras&t|s tasya %|kh|
gu[aprav&ddh| vi^ayaprav|l|+
adha%ca m~l|ny anusa=tat|ni
karm|nubandh$ni manu^yaloke
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The branches of the macrocosmic tree are spread all over
the cosmos. The (other microcosmic) tree (of life) on earth
is nourished by the energy of material Nature; sense
objects are its sprouts; and below in the human world its
roots of Karmic bondage are present. (15.02)

The human body, a microcosmic universe or God, has also
been compared to a “tree of life” in verse 15.02. Karma is its seed;
five basic elements are its main branches; and the ten organs of
perception and action are its sub-branches. Three modes of
material Nature provide the nourishment, and sense objects are its
sprouts. Senses’ going towards sense objects produces worldly
desires. Fulfillment of desires gives sense pleasures and creates
attachment. Ignorance-born ego, worldly desires, attachment, and
V|san| are the firm roots of Karmic bondage in the human world.
Karmic bondage and V|san| create cycles of transmigration.
HOW TO CUT THE TREE OF ATTACHMENT AND
ATTAIN SALVATION BY TAKING REFUGE IN GOD

n= Op=m=< asy=eh t=q==ep=D=By=t=e
n==nt==e n= c==idr< n= c= s=]p=>>it={@= +
axv=tq=m=< An=] s=uiv=O$m=UD=m=<
as=V<g=x=sF=e[= d&$en= ò%Tv== ++à++

na r~pam asye’ha tatho’palabhyate
n|’nto na c|’dir na ca sa=prati^!h|
a%vattham ena= suvir~#ham~lam
asa]ga%astre[a d&#hena chittv|

t=t=/ p=d] t=t=< p=irm==ig=*t=vy=]
y=ûsm=n=< g=t== n= in=v=t=*ònt= B=Uy=/ +
t=m=< Av= c==6] p=uo{=] p=>p=6e
y=t=/ p=>v=&iT=/ p=>s=&t== p=ur=[=I ++å++

tata+ pada= tat parim|rgitavya=
yasmin gat| na nivartanti bh~ya+
tam eva c|’dya= puru^a= prapadye
yata+ prav&tti pras&t| pur|[i
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The beginning, the end, the existence, or the real form of
this tree of life is not perceptible on earth. Having cut the
deep roots of this tree by the sharp ax of (Self-knowledge
and) detachment, the Supreme goal should be sought,
reaching which one does not come back to the mortal
world again. One should be always thinking: I take refuge
in that very primal person from which this primal
manifestation comes forth. (15.03-04)

Human life is also without beginning and end. It has no
permanent existence or real form. One must sharpen the ax of
metaphysical knowledge and detachment over the stone of
spiritual practice, cut the feeling of separateness between the
living entity and the Lord, cheerfully participate in the drama of
life made up of passing shadows of joys and sorrows, and live in
this world free from ego and worldly desires. When the
attachments are severed, an attitude of sacred dispassion takes
place, which is the prerequisite for reaching the Supreme goal.

in=m==*n=m==eh= òj=t=s=V<g=d=e{==
aQy==tm=in=ty== iv=in=v=&T=k:=m==/ +
8n8Er< iv=m=ukt==/ s=uK=du/K=s=]NEr<
g=c%nty=< am=U$=/ p=dm=< avy=y=] t=t=< ++ç++

nirm|namoh| jitasa]gado^|
adhy|tmanity| viniv&ttak|m|+
dvandvair vimukt|+ sukhadu+khasa=j@air
gacchanty am~#h|+ padam avyaya= tat
The Supreme goal is reached by the wise who are free
from pride and delusion, who have conquered the evil of
attachment, who constantly dwell in the Supreme Being
with all lust completely stilled, and who are free from
dualities of pleasure and pain. (15.05)

n= t=d< B==s=y=t=e s=Uy==e* n= x=x==V<k:=e n= p==v=k:/ +
y=d< g=tv== n= in=v=t=*nt=e t=d< Q==m= p=rm=] m=m= ++ê++
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na tad bh|sayate s~ryo na %a%|]ko na p|vaka+
yad gatv| na nivartante tad dh|ma parama= mama
The sun does not illumine My Supreme Abode, nor does
the moon, nor the fire. Having reached there, people attain
permanent liberation (Mukti) and do not come back to this
temporal world. (See also 13.17 and 15.12, and KaU 5.15,
ShU 6.14, MuU 2.02.10) (15.06)

The Supreme Being is self-luminous, not illumined by
any other source. He illumines the sun and the moon as a luminous
lamp illumines other objects (DB 7.32.14). The Supreme Being
existed before the sun, moon, and fire came into existence during
creation, and it will exist even after everything gets dissolved into
unmanifest Nature during complete dissolution.
THE EMBODIED SOUL IS THE ENJOYER

m=m=Ev==]x==e j=Iv=D==eke: j=Iv=B=Ut=/ s=n==t=n=/ +
m=n=/{={@=n=Iòn7y==ò[= p=>k&:it=sq==in= k:{=*it= ++ë++

mamai’v|’=%o j$valoke j$vabh~ta+ san|tana+
mana+ ^a^!h|n$’ndriy|[i prak&tisth|ni kar^ati
The eternal individual soul (Jiva, Jivatma) in the body of
living beings is, indeed, My integral part. It associates with
the six sense organs  including the mind  and
activates them. (15.07)

In essence, Spirit is called Eternal Being or ‘Brahman’ in
Sanskrit. Spirit is the true nature of the Supreme Being
(ParaBrahm), and therefore is also called the integral part of the
Supreme Being. The same Spirit is called individual soul, living
entity, Jiva, soul, and Jivatma in the bodies of living beings. The
difference between Spirit and the individual soul is due to the
limiting adjuncts  the body and mind  similar to the illusion
that the enclosed pot space is different from unlimited space.
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x=rIr] y=d< av==pn==eit= y=c=< c==py=< Wtk>:=m=t=Ixv=r/ +
g=&hItv=Et==in= s=]y==it= v==y=ur< g=nQ==n=< wv==x=y==t=< ++è++
%ar$ra= yad av|pnoti yac c|py utkr|mat$’%vara+
g&h$tvai’t|ni sa=y|ti v|yur gandh|n iv|’%ay|t

Just as the air takes aroma away from the flower; similarly,
the individual soul takes causal and subtle bodies from the
physical body it casts off during death to the new physical
body it acquires in reincarnation. (See also 2.13) (15.08)

The individual soul takes the subtle body  six sensory
faculties of perception, intellect, ego, and five vital forces  from
one physical body to another after death, as the wind takes dust
from one place to another. The wind is neither affected nor
unaffected by association with dust; similarly, the individual soul
is neither affected nor unaffected by association with the body
(MB 12.211.13-14). Physical bodies are limited in space and time,
but invisible subtle bodies are unlimited and all pervading. The
subtle body carries the individual's good and bad Karma to the
next life till all Karma is exhausted. When all trace of desires is
eradicated after the dawn of Self-knowledge, the physical body
seems not to exist any more and the conception of subtle body is
firmed up in the mind. The astral or subtle body is an exact
duplicate of the physical body. The beings in the astral world are
more advanced in art, technology, and culture. They take up
physical bodies to improve and enhance the physical world.
Hariharananda Giri says: One may not perceive, conceive, and
realize God if one does not seek the invisible subtle body.
During a wakeful state, the physical body, mind, intellect,
and ego are active. In a dream state, the individual soul
temporarily creates a dream world and wanders in it with a dream
body without leaving the physical body. In deep sleep, the
individual soul completely rests in the Eternal Being (Spirit)
without being bothered by mind and intellect. Supreme Being, the
Universal Consciousness, watches us as a witness during all the
three states  wakeful, dream, and deep sleep. The living entity
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leaves one physical body and takes another body after death. The
living entity becomes bound or lost, then tries to be liberated by
discovering its real nature. Reincarnation allows the living entity
to change its vehicle, the physical body, during the long and
difficult spiritual journey to the Supreme Being. The individual
soul acquires different physical bodies till all Karma is exhausted;
after that, the goal of attaining the Supreme Being is reached.
It is said that Spiritual Being wears the veil of illusion,
becomes an individual soul, and takes human and other forms just
to perform the cosmic drama in which the writer, producer,
director, all the players, as well as the audience are the same. Lord
performs, plays, and enjoys His own creation. Our problems will
disappear if we keep in mind that we are just playing a role and
never take things very personally. In order to see the cosmic
player, we must detach our mind from the play. Science deals with
the knowledge of the cosmic play; spirituality deals with the
knowledge of the cosmic Player as partially understood by the
individual player.

X=eF=] c=Z=u/ sp=x=*n=] c= rs=n=] G=>=[=m=< Av= c= +
aiQ={@=y= m=n=xc==y=] iv={=y==n=< Wp=s=ev=t=e ++ï++

%rotra= cak^u+ spar%ana= ca rasana= ghr|[am eva ca
adhi^!h|ya mana%c|’ya= vi^ay|n upasevate

Wtk>:=m=nt=] òsq=t=] v==ip= B=uJ=<j==n=] v== g=u[==ònv=t=m=< +
iv=m=U$= n==n=up=xy=ònt= p=xy=ònt= N=n=c=Z=u{=/ ++âî++

utkr|manta= sthita= v|’pi bhu@j|na= v| gu[|nvitam
vim~#h| n|’nupa%yanti pa%yanti j@|na cak^u^a+
The living entity enjoys sense objects using six sensory
faculties of hearing, touch, sight, taste, smell, and mind.
The ignorant cannot perceive the living entity departing
from the body nor staying in the body and enjoying sense
pleasures by associating with the material body. But those
who have the eye of Self-knowledge can see it. (15.09-10)
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Senses lose their taste for material enjoyment when they
develop a higher taste for the nectar of spiritual bliss. The
attainment of spiritual bliss is the real fulfillment of one's desire
for sense gratification. A purified soul will refrain from doing
wrong things that arise from V|san|, the residual, subtle desires
for sensual pleasures.

y=t=nt==e y==eig=n=xc=EEn=] p=xy=nty=< a=tm=ny=< av=òsq=t=m=< +
y=t=nt==eCpy=< ak&:t==tm==n==e n=En=] p=xy=nty=< ac=et=s=/ ++ââ++

yatanto yogina%cai’na= pa%yanty |tmany avasthitam
yatanto’py ak&t|’tm|no nai’na= pa%yanty acetasa+
The yogis, striving for perfection, behold the living entity
abiding in their inner psyche as consciousness, but the
ignorant whose inner psyche is not pure, even though
striving, cannot perceive Him. (15.11)

SPIRIT IS THE ESSENCE OF EVERYTHING

y=d< a=idty=g=t=] t=ej==e j=g=d< B==s=y=t=eCòK=D=m=< +
y=c=< c=n7m=òs= y=c=< c==gn==E t=t=< t=ej==e iv=i3 m==m=k:m=< ++âä++
yad |dityagata= tejo jagad bh|sayate’khilam
yac candramasi yac c|’gnau tat tejo viddhi m|makam

Know that light energy to be Mine that comes from the sun
and illumines the whole world and is in the moon and in
fire. (See also 13.17 and 15.06) (15.12).

The light of the sun is a reflection of His radiance (RV
10.07.03). The knowers of the Supreme Being visualize
everywhere — in themselves, in every human being, and in the
whole universe — that supreme cluster of light which is the source
of the visible world and which shines like the all-pervading
daylight (ChU 3.17.07). The world and its objects are only
pictures made of shadows and light, cast on a cosmic movie screen
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(Yogananda). The Koran says: Allah is the light of the heavens
and the earth (Surah 24.35).
The holy eternal light has the shape of a huge shining
cluster of bright light energy. It is the light of the Supreme Being
that is in the eternal light and in all the luminaries of the galaxies,
such as the sun, the moon, and the stars. It is His light that is in
wood, lamps, candles, and is the energy in all living beings. His
light is behind all lights and the source of all energy in the
universe. Without the power of the Supreme Being, fire is unable
to burn a blade of grass. This light of the Supreme Being cannot be
realized and seen unless one has completely stilled and
strengthened the mind, purified the intellect, and developed the
power of will and visualization. One must also be strong enough to
bear the mental shock generated while experiencing the light of all
lights in trance.
Just as the complete spectrum of sunlight is not visible to
the human eye without a prism, similarly, we cannot see the light
of the Supreme Being without the grace of God and scriptural
study. The yogis who have tuned-in their consciousness with the
supreme consciousness can see the eternal light in trance. The
entire universe is sustained by the (light) energy of the Supreme
Being and reflects His glory.

g==m=< a=iv=xy= c= B=Ut==in= Q==ry==my=< ahm=< a=ej=s== +
p=u{[==im= c==E{=Q=I/ s=v==*/ s==em==e B=Utv== rs==tm=k:/ ++âà++

g|m |vi%ya ca bh~t|ni dh|ray|my aham ojas|
pu^[|mi cau’^adh$+ sarv|+ somo bh~tv| ras|tmaka+
Entering the earth, I support all beings with My energy.
Becoming the sap-giving moon, I nourish all the plants.
(15.13)

ah] v=Exv==n=r=e B=Utv== p=>=ò[=n==] dehm=< a=òXt=/ +
p=>=[==p==n=s=m==y=ukt=/ p=c==my=< ann=]] c=t=uiv=*Q=m=< ++âå++

aha= vai%v|naro bh~tv| pr|[in|= deham |%rita+
pr|[|p|nasam|yukta+ pac|my anna= caturvidham
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Becoming the digestive fire, I remain in the body of all
living beings. Uniting with vital breaths or bioimpulses, I
digest all types of food. (15.14)

s=v=*sy= c==h] Åid s=]in=iv={!=e
m=T=/ sm=&it=r< N=n=m=< ap==ehn=] c= +
v=edExc= s=r<v=Er< ahm=< Av= v=e6=e
v=ed=nt=k&:d< v=eediv=d< Av= c==hm=< ++âç++

sarvasya c|’ha= h&di sa=nivi^!o
matta+ sm&tir j@|nam apohana= ca
vedai%ca sarvair aham eva vedyo
ved|ntak&d vedavid eva c|’ham
And I am seated in the inner psyche of all beings. Memory,
Self-knowledge, and removal of doubts and wrong notions
about God come from Me. I am, in truth, that which is to be
known by the study of all the Vedas. I am, indeed, the
author as well as the student of the Vedas. (See also 6.39)
(15.15)

The Supreme Being is the source of all scriptures (BS
1.01.03). The Lord resides in the inner psyche (or the causal heart)
as the consciousness of all beings  not in the physical heart of
the body as commonly misunderstood.
WHAT ARE THE SUPREME SPIRIT, SPIRIT
AND THE INDIVIDUAL SOUL?

8=v=< wm==E p=uo{==E D==eke: Z=rxc==Z=r Av= c= +
Z=r/ s=v==*ò[= B=Ut==in= kU:!sq==eCZ=r Wcy=t=e ++âê++
dv|v imau puru^au loke k^ara%c|’k^ara eva ca
k^ara+ sarv|[i bh~t|ni k~tastho’k^ara ucyate
There are two entities in the cosmos: The changeable
Divine Beings and the unchangeable Eternal Being (Spirit).
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All created beings are subject to change, but the Spirit
does not change. (15.16)

Two aspects of divine manifestation — Divine Beings and
the Eternal Being (Spirit) — are described here. The entire
creation  including Lord Brahm| (the creative force), all
celestial controllers, fourteen planetary spheres, down to a blade of
grass  is the expansion of Divine Beings. Spirit is the
Consciousness, the cause of all causes, from which Divine Beings,
material Nature, and countless cosmos take birth, by which they
are sustained, and into which they become dissolved again and
again. Divine Beings and Spirit are called creation and the Creator,
respectively, in verses 13.01-02, material and spiritual energy in
verses 7.04-05, and Womb and seed-giving Father in verses 14.0304. The Supreme Being is beyond both Divine Beings and Spirit,
and is called the Absolute Reality in the scriptures and in the
following verses:

WT=m=/ p=uo{=s=< tv=< any=/ p=rm==tm=ety=< Wd=Åt=/ +
y==e D==ek:F=y=m=< a=iv=xy= ib=B=r<ty=< avy=y= w*xv=r/ ++âë++
uttama+ puru^as tv anya+ param|tme’ty ud|h&ta+
yo lokatrayam |vi%ya bibharty avyaya $%vara+

The Supreme Being is beyond both the Temporal Divine
Beings and the Eternal Being. He is also called the
Absolute Reality that sustains both the Temporal and the
Eternal by pervading everything. (15.17)

y=sm==t=< Z=rm=< at=It==eChm=< aZ=r=d< aip= c==eT=m=/ +
at==eCòsm= D==eke: v=ede c= p=>iq=t=/ p=uo{==eT=m=/ ++âè++

yasm|t k^aram at$to’ham ak^ar|d api co’ttama+
ato’smi loke vede ca prathita+ puru^ottama+
Because I, the Supreme Being, am beyond both the
Temporal (Divine) Beings and the Eternal Being, therefore I
am known in this world and in the scriptures as the
Supreme Being (Absolute Reality, Truth, Supersoul)
(15.18)
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Basically, there are two different aspects (or levels of
existence) — Temporal Beings (also called Divine Souls, Divine
Beings, Temporal Divine Beings, Deva, celestial forces, guardian
angels), and the Eternal Being (Spirit, Atma, Brahm) — of One
and the same Absolute Reality known as the Supreme Being. The
invisible, unchanging, and immutable entity is called Eternal
Being. The Temporal Divine Beings are the expansions of the
Eternal Being in the material world. The entire creation is everchanging and mutable and is also called temporal. Both Temporal
and Eternal Beings are expansions of the Supreme Being. The
Supreme Being  the basis of both Temporal and Eternal  is
the highest or the Absolute, who is referred to by various names.
The personal aspect of the Absolute is called by names, such as
Krishna, Mother, Father, and Allah. According to our scriptures,
no one, except ParaBrahma Paramatma, has their own power or
consciousness. Everyone, including the Eternal Being (Akshar
Brahma), receives power from the Absolute, Lord Krishna.
DESCENT OF THE SUPREME BEING

Note: The following explanation is only for advanced readers
who have studied Gita for several years and are familiar with some
Sanskrit terms. Readers should also visit our website:

http://www.gita-society.com/section2/genesis.pdf
for a diagram showing this hierarchy of cosmic control that will
make the following explanations more clear.
In Vedic cosmology, the cosmic space (Ak|sha) is divided
into five major zones: 1. Chid|k|sha, 2. Sad|k|sha, 3.
Param|k|sha, 4. Brahm|nd|k|sha, and 5. Ghat|k|sha.
(1) The Supreme Being resides in ParamaDh|ma (Supreme
Abode, Gita 15.06), located in Chid|k|sha, the uppermost space.
ShriKrishna is known here as Param|tm|, Supreme Being,
Supersoul, ParaBrahma, Purushottama, Saccid|nanda, Absolute,
Father, the Supreme Personality of Godhead and by various other
names.
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(2) Akshar Brahma (Eternal Being or Atm|) is the
expansion of the SAT (or existence) nature of Supreme Being
in Sad|k|sha, as explained in Gita 10.42 and 14.27. Akshara
Brahma, mentioned in Gita 8.03 and 15.16, has three major
expansions (P|da or natures). They are: (2a) Sat, (2b) Chitta or
Sabal Brahma, and (2c) Ananda or Keval Brahma. Sat nature is
also called Atm| or Parameshvara. Chitta nature has various other
names, such as Chaitanya Braham, Consciousness, ParamaShiva,
cosmic intellect, and Par|tm|. Ananda, the blissful energy of
Keval Brahma, is also called YogaM|y| (Gita 4.06, 7.25).
(2b) Chitta and (2c) Ananda natures combine to give rise to
the fourth P|da, the Avyakta Brahma or (3) Avyakta Akshara
Brahma in Param|k|sha. This is known by various names such as
the inexplicable Brahma, Avyakta, Adi Purusha, Adi Prakriti,
Pradh|n, Sarva K|rana K|rnam (the cause of all causes). Avyakta
Brahma, a small fraction of the Absolute, expands into infinite
cosmos, as mentioned in Gita 8.18 and 10.41. Param|k|sh is also
the abode of major powers of YogaM|y|, such as: power to veil
the real nature of things (Avaran Shakti), power to place
obstructions (Vikshep Shakti), powers to multiply and become
many (Vigrah Shakti), powers of cosmic intellect, knowledge, and
action, and power of converting energy into matter and vice versa.
Lord Krishna is known as Golokin|tha in Param|k|sha.
Golokin|tha (or Avyakta Brahma) has two major expansions:
(3a) PranavaBrahma (or BrahmaShiva) and (3b) M|y|
Brahma. PranavaBrahma expands into (3a.1) Omk|ra (or
N|dashiva). Omk|ra expands into (3a.1a) AUM (or Shiva) (Gita
10.25). PranavaBrahma also gives rise to (3a.2) G|yatri (Gita
10.35) which is the abode of the Vedas (Gita 7.08).
(3b) M|y|Brahma is a reflection of (2c) YogaM|y| in
Param|k|sha. It undergoes further successive transformations as:
Mah|M|y|, K|laM|y| and (3b.1) M|y| (Gita 7.14).
The creative power of M|y| creates Brahm|nd|k|sha by a
small fraction (Residual Energy) of her power. A Golden Egg or
HiranyaGarbha (4) is also created by M|y| Devi in
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Brahm|nd|k|sh. AdiN|r|yana (or Adi Purusha, Shambhu,
Mah|Deva) and Mah|Devi (or Mother Nature/Amb|) remain
in an inactive (YogaNidr|) state for over 311 trillion years (verse
9.07) in the Golden Egg until the cosmic sound vibration (or a big
bang) of AUM activates the Golden Egg giving rise to (4a)
Purusha (also known as Kshara Purusha, N|r|yana,
Mah|Vishnu, Gita 7.05, 15.16) and (4b) Prakriti (also known as
Nature, Gita 7.04). Mah|Vishnu creates infinite Cosmic Eggs
(Brahm|ndas) by His breathing power. Nature has three Gunas or
modes (see Chapter 14). The combination of these three Gunas of
Nature is called (4b.1) the Cosmic Mind (Mahatatattva,
Tannam|tr| or Mahat).
In Ghat|k|sha (or Vishnu Loka), N|r|yana/Mah|Vishnu of
Brahm|nd|k|sha appears as (5) Lord Vishnu where he is also
called Kshirodak Vishnu, and he further expands his role as (5b)
Brahm| and (5c) Shankara. Brahm| creates seven heavens,
seven lower planets (P|t|ls), Jambu islands, earth, and other
hellish planets. During partial dissolution (Gita 8.17), the entire
creation of Brahm| rests in the abdomen of Kshirodak Vishnu.
N|r|yana also expands as Niranjan Deva and Ishvara. Niranjan
Deva activates the cosmic mind (4b.1) and creates (5d) five basic
elements (earth, water, fire, air, subtle space, also see Gita 7.04)
that are further transformed into a body mass (Pinda) made up of
twenty four elements (See Gita 13.06 for more details), out of
which physical bodies of living beings, J$va, on the earth are
created when the Supreme Lord Krishna puts His seed of life
force (see verses 7.10, 10.39, and 14.04) into the body mass
(Pinda) and resides in the inner psyche of all beings as Ishvara
(see Gita verses 15.07 and 18.61). J$va transmigrates into 8.4
million species of life on the earth as long as it remains in bodily
concept due to the veil of ignorance created by M|y|. J$va attains
salvation when, by virtue of one’s good Karma, one obtains the
grace of God, Gita, or a SadGuru, and truly realizes that he or she
is not this physical body or a doer; but Atm|, a divine instrument
and an integral part and parcel of the Supreme Being.
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Everything in Brahm|nd|k|sha and Ghat|k|sha is called
Kshara or temporal. Everything in Sad|k|sha and Param|k|sha, is
called Akshara or eternal. The Supreme Being is beyond both
temporal and eternal as stated in verse 15.18.

y==e m==m=< Av=m=< as=]m=U$=e j==n==it= p=uo{==eT=m=m=< +
s= s=v=*iv=d< B=j=it= m==] s=v=*B==v=en= B==rt= ++âï++

yo m|m evam asa=m~#ho j|n|ti puru^ottamam
sa sarvavid bhajati m|= sarvabh|vena bh|rata
The wise, who truly understand Me as the Supreme Being,
know everything and worship Me wholeheartedly, O
Arjuna. (See also 7.14, 14.26, and 18.66) (15.19)

wit= g=uÄt=m=] x==sF=m=< wdm=< Wkt=] m=y==Cn=G= +
At=d< b=ud<Qv== b=ui3m==n=< sy==t=< k&:t=k&:ty=xc= B==rt= ++äî++
iti guhyatama= %|stram idam ukta= may|’nagha
etad buddhv| buddhim|n sy|t k&tak&tya%ca bh|rata

Thus, I have explained this most secret transcendental
science of the Absolute. Having understood this, one
becomes enlightened, one’s all duties are accomplished,
(and the goal of human life is achieved,) O Arjuna. (15.20)

ö t=ts=idit= XIm=4g=v=1It==s=Up=in={=ts=u b=>>Éiv=6=y==] y==eg=x==sF=e
XIk&:{[==j=u*n=s=]v==de p=uo{==eT=m=y==eg==e n==m= p=Jc=dx==eCQy==y=/ ++

OM tatsaditi %r$madbhagavadg$t|s~pani^atsu brahmavidy|y|=
yoga%|stre %r$k&^[|rjuna sa=v|de puru^ottamayogo
n|ma pa@cada%o’dhy|ya+
Thus ends the fifteenth chapter named “The Supreme Being” of
the Upani^ad of the Bhagavadg$t|, the scripture of yoga,
dealing with the science of the Absolute in the
form of the dialogue between
ÿr$k&^[a and Arjuna.

